THE FUTURE FOR
wORKING CLASS
POLITICAL REPRESENTATION

Britain is in the grip of a historic recession. Hundreds of thousands of
workers are losing their jobs and their homes, and the public sector
faces massive cuts after the next general election, no matter whether
the Tories or New Labour win. All the main parties are mired in the
expenses scandal. This year working class people have been fighting
to save jobs and conditions – the RMT, CWU, construction workers at
Lindsey, car workers at Visteon and Linamar, and workers at the Vestas
wind turbine plant in the Isle of Wight. But there is no mainstream party
which backs these workers, and which stands against job losses, cuts
and privatisation.
The RMT backed No2EU - Yes to Democracy in the European elections
earlier this year. This gave a left alternative to the pro-capitalist policies of the Labour, Tory and Liberal parties; it also gave an alternative
to workers who in desperation looked to the racist far-right BNP for an
alternative.
Come to this meeting to discuss how our Union, which leads the way in
the industrial fight-back against the attacks on jobs and conditions, can
give a political voice and a political lead to the working class in Britain.

MEETING FOR
ALL RMT MEMBERS
SATURDAY 12 SEPTEMBER

11OO hours to 1330 hours

UNITY HOUSE, Chalton
Street, NW1
Speaker Alex Gordon

At the next election it is a matter of urgency to discuss giving our class
a left alternative to vote for. Discussions have continued amongst the
participants of No2EU, aiming for a working class electoral challenge in
the general election. Any electoral alternative will be most effective if it
is built by the active participation of hundreds of trade unionists across
London and nationally. Please come along to this important meeting.

The meeting is sponsored
by Camden 3 RMT Branch

